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Abstract 
With the work, it is aimed to represent to participators, by the mediation of the workshop, a implementation model exemplary of 
the creatively art activities, intended for supporting the children’s creativeness, in a dynamic learning environment in pre-school 
education. 
In the study, I will try to find answers with suggestions to the questions below. How the art corner (a place for special education 
subjects) can be prepared in creatively art activities? , How and when the handwork techniques can be taught?, How the children 
can be canalized to investigation at the beginning of the activity? How the children can be provided to consider about the subject 
in the activity? , How the dynamic learning components, which are choosing, trying, support and using the language, can be 
provided in art activities? , How the children can be provided to understand the concepts in art activities? , How the children can 
be provided to make a composition with the previous activity products by synthesizing? , How the game can be used as a method 
for joining of the children to the activities gladly?. 
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of creativeness, that it’s important in pedology, means giving birth, creating and producing.2
Without exception, everyone has a capability of creativeness. Creativeness is considering freely, giving different 
meanings to everything, which we are living in our daily life, and also remaining as a child. The routine of official 
education and the other school activities in following levels of their education, are keeping their capabilities of 
creativeness under constraint during the school life. Being creative of an individual needs self confidence firstly. It 
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needs having main techniques knowledge about the subject and considering freely. Sometimes, staying out of usual 
rules and patterns is important.3 Being prevented of stereotyped behaviors can be realized only by education 
understanding.  The best place, for pre-school children’ development of creativeness, is school.4  
2. Purpose 
With the work, it is aimed to represent to participators, by the mediation of the workshop, a implementation 
model exemplary of the creatively art activities, intended for supporting the children’s creativeness, in a dynamic 
learning environment in pre-school education. 
In the study, I will try to find answers with suggestions to the questions below.  
1. How the art corner (a place for special education subjects) can be prepared in creatively art activities?  
2. How and when the handwork techniques can be taught? 
3. How the children can be canalized to investigation at the beginning of the activity? 
4. How the children can be provided to consider about the subject in the activity? 
5. How the dynamic learning components, which are choosing, trying, support and using the language, can be 
provided in art activities? 
6. How the children can be provided to understand the concepts in art activities? 
7. How the children can be provided to make a composition with the previous activity products by synthesizing? 
8. How the game can be used as a method for joining of the children to the activities gladly?  
3. Importance of Work 
In pre-school education, the art activities affecting the creativeness of the children grandly. That’s way; teacher 
has important responsibility for making up the potential of the child’s creativeness. 5 On the other hand, when we 
look at the practices, it is seen that the art activities is limiting the children creativeness in most of the pre-schools. 
In art activities, the teacher shows the art activity to the children as an example, which is planned before. The 
teacher gives the same materials to children for creating the same products. In opposition to dynamic learning 
method, the teacher is active and children are passive. It is considered in this paper, that the suggestions, which are 
given to the children for supporting their creativeness in dynamic learning conditions and away of stereotyped 
behaviors, are important for guiding to teachers and teacher candidates, who are working in the pre-school education 
field. 
4. Method 
A sample of creatively art activities time will be planned in workshop with obtaining a dynamic class condition 
for fifty minutes. Art activity subjects will be given to the participators for realizing the purposes. The answers will 
be looked to the questions, which are written above, by working in four different activity tables. At the second part 
of the practice, the answers, which will be found, will change to suggestions according to education literature and 
will be explained with slides. The suggestions were prepared before with the writer’s research findings. 6 7 At the 
end the presentation, the paintings, which were made by the fifty students, educating in 2008-2009 period, in Foça 
Municipality Kindergarten in art activities, will be shown with slides. The participators will see the supporting of 
children with practices, in a dynamic learning method, which are not stereotyped behaviors. And an exhibition will 
be prepared with the materials, which will be made by participators at the workshop.  
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5. Result 
It is accepted that creativeness can be developed at he times of choosing the activities, planning the education 
programs and practicing 
We should prepare art activity places with stimulative materials. We should teach the techniques to the children 
and they can use the techniques freely. We should provide the child to think about the activities and materials by 
using open-ended questions. We should support the children to research. We should support the children to try what 
they want freely. We should support the children making synthesis by composing their ex-products. We should 
teach them the concepts by using the art activities. The children should be free at the moment of selecting the 
materials. We should support the children to use their language. We should support them to join the activities with 
little games.  
In the future, developing and changing will be more important than today. We will need creative thoughts for 
making our earth more liveable. The teachers have many responsibilities about that. I’m suggesting that we should 
develop the level of creativeness by dynamic art activities. 
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